BONNEVILLE YOUTH SOCCER LEAGUE

Board Meeting Minutes
Feb. 23, 2017
Time: 7:30pm
Location: Broulim’s

Board Members in Attendance: Brandon Lee, Dan Beck, William Athay, Bryce Burtenshaw, Ron
Stewart, Julian Milano, Abe Romo
Board Members not in Attendance: Joe Huskinson, Judy Brower
Others in Attendance: Jason Child, Jazmin Garcia, Luis Garcia, Jake Mangum
Prior Minutes. The February 2017 Minutes were ratified.
Discussion of January Agenda Items:
1. Jazmin Garcia and Jake Mangum each spoke briefly about the quality of the U10 teams
they have put together and their desire to continue being teams. Both expressed their
views that their teams may choose to not participate in the BYSL YDP program if they
are not allowed to keep their teams together.
2. Brandon Lee summarized the YDP DOC’s plans for spring 2017 YDP, including the intent
to form competitively equal teams. A key point for BYSL is that it is unworkable this
Spring in BYSL for a) any YDP team to be so dominant that games between YDP teams
are not competitive, b) any U10 team to self-form and choose to play up to U-11
without a player by player evaluation under the BYSL play-up policy. The Board agreed
to take a few days to discuss it further and provide a written response to Jake Mangum
and Jazmin Garcia.
a. Action Item: Ron, Brandon, Ryan, and Jason will meet to formulate a response
to Jazmin and Jake.
3. The Board continued discussions of a possible shift in structure. One proposal roughly
includes shifting to a single BYSL club by eliminating affiliated sub-clubs such as Fusion
and Ballistic and holding tryouts to form all BYSL teams at U13 and up at tiered levels
such as Premier, Select, Club, etc.
a. Action item: Jason Child to set up meeting of current and former BYSL affiliated
clubs to discuss the proposal, other proposals if any, and possible outcomes.
4. The Board voted and approved, subject to completion of CDC, risk management, and
level F or above training, the following proposed coaches:
a. Octavio Vega to be coach with ’02 BYSL Boys.
b. Justin Hendricks to be an assistant coach with Cyclones ’06 Boys.

5. The board briefly discussed a proposal to coordinate parking at an upcoming Blue
Angels event as a fundraiser.
a. Action item: _________
6. The Board discussed the Referee Assigner and possible expectations for the upcoming
season.
a. Action item: Brandon to meet with Shel Williams to discuss the Referee Assigner
and expectations.
7. A discussion of tryout dates for 2017-2018 teams was postponed until the April board
meeting.
8. Bryce Burtenshaw discussed a proposal for a “Silent Saturday” in which all games for
one Saturday would be played with no fan cheering or coaching from the sidelines. The
expectation is that it would lead to learning greater respect for the game and proper
sportsmanship.

Next meeting date: April meeting will be April 6, 8pm at Broulim’s.

